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1. Introduction. The extension problem of groups has been investigated by many authors. Especially S. Eilenberg and S. MacLane studied this
problem by using the cohomology theory in [8] ( 1 ) and [9]. R. H. Bruck studied
the problem of the Moufang loop-extensions of an abelian group by a Moufang loop, the central Moufang extensions, by using the factor set in [6].
In this paper, we shall investigate such a loop extension L of a group G
by a group Γ as satisfies the following conditions: i) L is a Bol-Moufang loop
(i.e. a[_b{ac)~] = \jcbQ)aY\c in L), ii) L has G as a normal subgroup in its nucleus,
iii) L/G^Γ. Let us call the above extension the BM-extensίon of G by Γ. For
this purpose of ours, we shall construct a new cohomology group (named Mcohomology group). This new M-cohomology group will enable us to discuss
our extension problem in parallel with the ordinary extension problem of
groups, and to make the Bruck's result clearer, when Γ is a group. Moreover,
in the same way as that used in the group extension, we shall be able to treat
the case where the group G is non-abelian.
In §§2 and 3, we shall study: (i) the necessary and sufficient conditions
for the existence of the #M-extension of G by Γ; and (ii) the conditions for
two £M-extensions to be equivalent. Two Z?M-extensions L\ and L2 are equivalent if there exists an isomorphism between them, under which G and each
coset of Lι/G and L2/G are invariant. In order to classify the #M-extensions,
§4 will be devoted to the construction of the M-cohomology group H*n which
corresponds to the ordinary cohomology group in the group extensions. By
using our M-cohomology group, we shall classify all BM-extensions of an
abelian group G by a group Γ in §5. §6 is concerned with the properties of the
element of H*3 which is determined by the homomorphism Θ:Γ-^ Aut(G)/In(G)
induced by the #M-extension. By using these properties, in §7 we shall study
the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the J9M-extension
of a non-abelian group G by a group /", and when such 5M-extension exists, we
shall show that all non-equivalent #M-extensions correspond one-to-one to the
2
elements of the second M-cohomology group H* (Γ, C), (C is the center of G).
The last §8 will contain some properties of the third M-cohomology group.
2. BM-extensions of groups. In this section, we obtain the necessary
and sufficient conditions for the existence of the Z?M-extension L of a group
(1) The number in the brackets refers to the references at the end of this paper.
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G by a group Γ. Let G and Γ be two given groups whose elements are denoted by the letters α, b, c,
and α, ft r,
respectively. Now, let L be a
Z?M-extension of G by Γ and let us choose the representatives ga of the cosets
of G in L such that the unit element 1 of L is the representative of G. Then
there are the elements /(α, /?) of G such that
(1)

g*gβ = g*βf(a9 β\

where /(α, ε)=e=/(ε, /?), (e and ε are the /unit elements of G and Γ respectively).
On the other hand, the product of two arbitrary elements gΛa and gβb of
L is:
(2)

(g«a) (gβb) = gaβf(a, β) (aTgβ)b,

where Tx is an inner mapping of L defined by x(yTx)=yx, (x, y eL) and it is
an inner automorphism of G when x and y belong to G.
Since G is contained in the nucleus of L, where the nucleus is the set of
all elements a satisfying, the conditions a(xy) = {ax)y, x(ay)=(xa)y and x(ya) —
(xy)a; a, x, y e L, it follows that if Tx is restricted in G, it is an automorphism
of G. Further, for an arbitrary element a of G we hate:
(3)

aTgΛβTf(Λtβ)

= aTgΛTgβ.

Since L is a Bol-Moufang loop, so it holds that gJLgβίg*gyϊ] = Lg»(gβg*ϊ]gy.
From this relation, we have:
(4)

/(α, βar)f(β, ar)f(a, γ) =f(aβa, r) (/(α, βa) Tgy) (/(/?, a) Tgy).

Thus, to a given Z?M-extension, there correspond the elements f(a, β) of G and
a system of automorphisms TgΛ of G which satisfy the conditions (3), (4) and
f(a9 ε)=e=/(ε, β). A system of all elements/(α, /?) of G is called an M-factor
set.
Conversely, let us assume that in a group G a system of elements f(a9 β);
α, β 6 i" is chosen and that every element a oί Γ is associated with an automorphism TΛ of G for which the conditions (3), (4) and f(a, ε) = e=/(ε, /?) are
satisfied. Then we may show that there exists a #M-extension of G by Γ for
which elements f(a9 β) are the M-f actor set and the set {Ta} is a system of
automorphisms in the above sense.
Now let L be the set of all pairs (α, a\ ae Γ, ae G. In I, we define the
equality and the multiplication as follows: (i) (a9 a)=(β9 b) if and only if a=β
and a = b; (ii) (α, a) (ft 6) = (aft /(a, /?) (aTβ)b). Then Z is a loop with the
unit element (ε, e), and further it is a Bol-Moufang loop by the conditions (3)
and (4).
Next, if we denote the set of elements α=(ε, a) (a e G) by G, then it holds
that G=G. Further the correspondence carrying the element (α, a) of I into
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the element a of Γ is a homomorphism of L onto Γ and its kernel is the subgroup G. So, G is a normal subgroup of I and it holds that L/G~Γ. By the
simple calculation, we can see that G is contained in the nucleus of L. Therefore I is a SM-extension of G by Γ.
Next, if we use the notation ga=(a, e), it holds gΛd=(a, a). If we choose
gΛ as the representatives of G in I, then it follows that gagβ=g<»βf(<x, β\ άga
= gΛaTΛ. So, if we identify G with G, the M-factor set of I is f(a, β\ and a
system of automorphisms is {Ta}. Thus I is a required J9M-extension of G by
Γ.
Let L be the J9M-extension whose M-f actor set is /(α, β) and the system
of automorphisms is {Ta}. If we construct the above #M-extension I using
this M-f actor set f(a, β) and the system of automorphisms TΛ, two Z?M-extensions L and L are isomorphic by the correspondence which associates gΛa with
gΛά. Further, each element of the subgroup G and each coset of L/G and L/G
are invariant under this isomorphism.
Now, we define the equivalence of #M-extensions that is, two #M-extensions L and V are equivalent if there exists an isomorphism between L and V
that on G coincides with identity automorphism and that maps onto each
other the cosets of G corresponding to one and the same element of Γ.
Then, we have the following results:
PROPOSITION 1. For each BM-extensίon of a group G by a group Γ, if we
choose the representatives ga such that gs = l there correspond the elements f(a, β)
of G and a system of automorphisms TΛ which satisfy the conditions:

aTΛ,Tf{a,β) = aTΛTβ,
/ ( α , βar)f(β,

ar)f(a,

γ) - f(aβa,

ϊ) (f(a,

/(α,e) = e=/(ε,/9).

a 6 G, α,/? e Γ,
βa) TΊ) (/(/?, a) Ty\

a,β,γe

Γ,

α, β e Γ.

Conversely', to every system of elements f(a, β) and of automorphisms T^ of G
which satisfy the above conditions, there corresponds a BM-extension of G by Γ
which is uniquely determined up to equivalence.

3. The necessary and sufficient conditions for two BM-extensions
to be equivalent. As we have seen in the previous section, if an M-factor
set and a system of automorphisms are given, an equivalent class of Z?M-extension is uniquely determined. But, for an equivalent class of Z?M-extensions,
M-factor set is not unique. So, we inquire the necessary and sufficient conditions for two Z?M-extensions to be equivalent.
Now, let L and I! be two equivalent Z?M-extensions of G by Γ which are
given by the M-factor sets f(a, β) and f (a, β\ and the systems of automorf
phisms Ta and T a for the choice of representatives gΛ(g> = ϊ) and gά(g's = l)
respectively. If φ is the isomorphism which gives the equivalence between L
and L\ there exist the elements ca(a e Γ) such that φ(gcύ')=gacΛ(cΈ=e). And it
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holds that <P(g«gβ) = g«βf(a, β) (c«Tβ)cβ.
f(a> β))=g*βCΛβf(a, β). So, we have
(5)

On the other hand, Hg'*gi) =

/ ' ( α , β) = c^/(α, β)(caTβ)cβ.

Further, it holds that
(6)

TV = <P(a Tg'a) = aTψ (g,a) = aTΛ TcΛ.

Conversely, if two extensions L and II are given and if we can find their
M-factor sets and systems of automorphisms which satisfy the conditions (5)
and (6), L and II are equivalent under the isomorphism gΛcΛa^gaa. Thus, we
have the proposition:
PROPOSITION 2. Two BM-extensions L and I! of a group G by a group Γ
which are given by the M-factor sets f(a, β) and f'(<x, β) and the automorphisms
TΛ and Ta, respectively, are equivalent if and only if every element a of Γ can
be associated with an element ca(cs — e) of G such that the following conditions
are satisfied:

4. M-cohomology groups. We proceed to the study of the set of all
βM-extensions. In the extension problem of groups, the second cohomology
group is used in order to classify the set of non-equivalent classes of the extensions. In order to classify the set of all #M-extensions, we construct a
new cohomology group which corresponds to the ordinary cohomology group.
It is named M-cohomology group.
Now, let G be an abelian group and Γ be a group. And suppose that a
function on G x Γ into G is given, written aa for ae G, ae Γ, such that
(a + b)a — aa + όα, a(aβ) = (aά)β,

aε = a;

a, b € G, a, β 6 Γ.

Every function f(au α 2 , , an) of n elements of Γ with values in G is called
an rc-dimensional cochain. In particular, the zero-dimensional cochains are
the elements of G. The set of all ^-dimensional cochains is a group Cn(Γ, G)
in the ordinary sense. With every ^-dimensional cochain /, we associate an
(n + l)-dimensional cochain df called the M-coboundary of the cochain / and
defined as follows(2):
(df) (a) = a — aa,
(Of) (au a2) =f(a2)
(2)

-

In the right side of the formula of the case n ^ 2 in this definition, we take the forms
(— I ) 7 1 " 1 /(<*i» «25 ••-, (xn_2, an> an-ί...an+ί)i
— (— I ) " " 1 f(au a2i ..., α r e _ 2 , am an_ 1...aί)an+1
and
71 1
— (—I) " f(acl9 α 2 , .., an-2> ^n-i ^n ^n-u ε)<*n+ι respectively when ί equals n—\ in the 2nd,
7th and 9th terms.
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an+i)=f(a2,

n-ί

Σ ( — l)Y(<*i, α 2 , • • , α , _.i, α ί + i , α ,
l )

Λ

α/+2

α,,

, αf

an

α f , α, .

an+ι)

/ ( , α 2 , .-., α n _ i , α w + 1 )
^ 2 , •••, oci-i, ai-

ai+ι.

a

h

•••, α « , α « + i )

ai+2,

(7) <

/

ί, α f

f =1

+2

,

In the above definition (7), the product α,••• aj -ai (£</) means the following
product of #i, , α/, ctj. In order to define this product, we construct the
diagram of ak by the following processes:
(i) We put oi\ on the left end and an+ϊ on the right end on the same line.
(ii) We put an at the middle between cti and an+i.
(iii) We put an_ι at the middle between aλ and am and between an and an+ι.
(iv) When the diagram of <xu a{, ai+u ..., an+ϊ is obtained by the above
processes, we put α t _i at the middle between all elements in this diagram.
And, thus we continue those processes until we put au (but we do not put ax
between a2 and ax on the left end of the diagram). For example, in the case
n = 4, the diagram is: a\ a2 aλ α 3 aλ a2 aλ aA ax a2 ax a3 aλ a2 ax α 5 .
The product a{ ..aj :a{ is the product of the elements ak in the above diagram, which appear in the part spread from ah (which is the nearest to α y
on the left side of α,), to α, , (which is the nearest to aj on the right side of
ctj). But when j=n + l, the product α, α w + i is the left half part of the above
product. Moreover, the last arguments α t . aλ and an ctι in the 7th and 10th
terms of (7) (τz^2) are the products which are obtained by putting away the
last ctn+ι from the products <Xi an+ι and an•• α«+i, respectively.
n
It is easy to verify that the mapping /->9/ is a homomorphism of C (Γ, G)
n
into C +\r, G). In the following, we shall prove that:
THEOREM

1.

)

>

If f is any cochain, then δ (δ /) = 0.

PROOF. When ^ = 0 and 1, we can prove this relation by a simple calculation. So we assume τzi>2. If/ is an ^-dimensional cochain, then d(df) is an
(7z + 2)-dimensional cochain, that is, a function of ctu a2,
, ocnΛ.2. If we calculate it by using (7), we have the following:
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d(df) (au a2, •••, an+u
= (βf)

an+2)

(a2y

7_

1 ] ( — I)1ι(βf)
ί-2

(8)

(au

a2,

•••9ai-uai+uai

ai+2

ai,

• ••,

+ (

D"+1/a'w~
-(d/)(α 2 ,

(
t = 1

- ( - l)n+1(df)

(al9 a2, .-., aW3 ε)a w + 2

In the first term of the right side of (8), if we denote the arguments α 2 ,
i, •••, <Xι<xn+ι<xu axan+2 by the letters βu β2, ..., i9w+i? the diagram of βu
02, •••, &ι+i is obtained in the diagram of au a2, ..., α w + 2 by taking away the
letter ax on the left end. The diagram of the arguments of the second term
in (8) is obtained in the diagram of aua2, •••, an+2 by taking away the letters
&u 5aΐ which appear in the part from ct\ on the left end to the nearest ai
of the right side of this a,\. Further, the diagram of the arguments θf the
third term is obtained in the diagram of au a2, ..., an+λ by exchanging the
last an+ι for an+2, and the diagrams of the arguments of the 4th and 5th terms
coincide with the diagram of <xu α 2 , ..., an+2.
Now, we develop the right side of (8) by applying 9 which is cointained
in it. First, we consider the sum of the terms involving no operators. To
calculate this sum, we assign a number to each term of (8), that is, [1] to the
first term; pΓ), ••-, \jf\ to the terms contained in the second term; Cra + IΓ] to
the third term; HI]', [2Γ\\ , \jf\' to the terms contained in the 4th term; and
[n+ΪJ to the 5th term. Further we assign the numbers H i , [Γ]2, ••-, [f\n\
UQi'> LκΪ2'9 •••, DCW t o ^he terms obtained by developing the \T] term of (8).
By the same method, we assign the numbers to the terms obtained by developing the \ΎJ term of (8). Then the number of all terms involving no
operators is equal to 4n(n + l). The number of the terms such that ί<Lj among
these terms \ΊΓ\j> \ΊΓ\j', Hy> LQr i s equal to 2n(n-\-l) and also the number of
the terms such that ί>j is equal to 2rc(ra + l), and these terms of two kinds
cancel each other as shown in the following table:
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Sign

+1
f(au

oί

a2, .-., α , - i , ai'-auz
---o: -- o:
oc

'CXi, ai+ι
cc )

-ai+3

ai+u
• ••,
<
<
(2 Ci C7z ]

ra.

(-D

3

(-I)2''

a2, -.-, α n _ i , o: w . α w + 2 )

f(au

f\(X2) OC\OC^OC\^ 5 O^iO^yO^i,
O:iθίyj+ 2θ:i ? O^iOίy + i
j

Oίy+ 3 -O^y + iO^i,

i

ι- • -ac+i- • -(Xj+iai, ctKXj+i-• -an+2)
f(a2,

•••, aian<xu

aia3au

(-1)"

aλan+2)

a2, ..., cii-ι, α,- + i, α f --α, + 2 •••«,-, •••, α . α y ••«,-,
ai---aj+z---ai,
α ( . . . α y + i . . α y + 3 . . . α i , + 1 . . α , , •••,
α , • <x, + i• • - α κ + i • • α , + i • α , , α , • -aj+ι-•
-an+2)

f(au

(i<j, 2^ί, j<Ln-ΐ)

/ ( α i , α 2 , •••, α , - i , α , + i , α f • α ί + 2 • • • « , - , •••,
, •••, <Xian+ι(Xi,

(-D2
(-D

aλan+2)

(-D

/ ( α i , α 2 , •••, α . - i , α ,+ i α ,+ 2 - « .+ i , α , α , + 3 ••«,-, •••,
ai---an+1---ah ai---an+2)
(2<Li<Ln-l)

2>

2

f(au

(-1) "

α 2 , •••, α M _i, α B + i - - - α B + 2 )

/ ( α 2 , 0:10:30:1, •••, ctictjai,
,

•

•

•

,

alaj+vaj+2---<xj+-ia.u

• • • ,

« ! , a2, •••, α , _ i , α , +i, a,-.
α, ...αy + i. αy+2 ••«;•+!• •• ,•, α ,

α, - α B + i

α, , α, α« + 2 )

[/+iT,

α;y+3-

au a2, •••, α , _i, α , + i , α f - α , + 2 - « ι
α;,
α:« + i..-α; B+ 2)

jι —

(-1)
+1
a i , a 2 , •••, « , - i , a . +2, a , - «.-+i «,-+3- - a . + i -a<, •••,
a,- a ,+ i a B + i a , +i a , , a , a«+i • a ; κ + 2 )

a/+i

u a3, •••, a y ,
aB+i
a:y + i,

<x3,

H'.

(-1)2'
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Type of Term
ttj

a2, ..., α, _i, α ί .. α ί + i
αi+3

α y + i 5 ..., α ; +

Sign

Number
Qίn+2)

i<U2<j,,j< Qi — 1)

IBίΊ>

oc2,
I

f{a,c

X2CC1

Mu

' ' '?

f(f*u

Oil,
X2OCI

f(aλc

, ακ+2)

0C2,

(-1) 23
(-1)

J1 ^ K

( =i p

• α.tϊ)
, α 3 , ••-, α y , αy+i

*2θC\ , α 3 ,

/<«!, 0C2,

7Z~ι X U'/

••-, α W J

OJΛ+I

ci, +i

. u,+:1,

αy

+ 3

,

••

5>

/
/

C

iy+1
^y

ίSίl]V

C

..., <Zf_i, α f - . α, + i

•

α, , α,+ 2 ,

,

tcy.

JΠCV

7

tip

Therefore, the sum of the terms involving no operators is equal to zero. (3)
Next, we consider the sum of the terms involving the operators. From
the definition of df, we have (9/){a u a2, •••, an, ε)=0, so the 8th and 9th terms
of (8) vanish. And we easily see that the sum of the terms which involve
r(;>2) operators is equal to zero, so it is sufficient to consider the sum of the
terms involving only one operator an+2. If we take away the operator an+2
in each term of this sum, we obtain the sum which is obtained by exchanging
α M + 2 for ε in the above sum of the terms which involve no operators. Therefore, in the same way as the above, we can prove that the sum of the terms
which involve only one operator is equal to zero. So, the sum of all terms involving the operators also equals zero. Thus we have d(df)=0.
Now, we call an 7&-diniensional cochain / an re-dimensional M-cocycle if
df=0. All ra-dimensional M-cocycles form a subgroup of C(Γ, G), which we
denote by Z*"(Γ, G). On the other hand, for « > 0 the ^-dimensional cochains
that are Λf-coboundaries of some (n — l)-dimensional cochains form also a subn
group of C(Γ, G), which we denote by B* (Γ, G). Since d(df)=O, every Mcoboundary is an M-cocycle. So, we have B*n(Γ, G)CZ*\Γ, G). For ra=0, if
we put B*°(Γ, G)—0, this relation remains valid.
n
The factor group H**(Γ, G) = Z* (Γ, G)/B*"(Γ, G) is called the w-th M(3) The forms of the following terms are obtained by the slight modifications of the types in this table:
Dϋ(ί+i)> UJd+i)', &T(£+i)» CQ'Ci+i)' (i=l, 2,..., n-\); DO(/*-i)> OΊICn-i)', EΓu-i) (*=1, 2,..., τι-3, n-l).
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cohomology group of Γ over G.
1

2

In the following sections, we assume that C (Γ, G) and C (T, G) are the
groups of the normalized cochains/, that is,/(ε) = 0 and/(α, ε) = 0=/(ε, β).

5. BM-extensions and M-cohomology groups (the case where G is
abelian). We consider the set of all J3M-extensions of a group G by a group
Γ. Let L be a #M-extension of G by Γ. Then, by (3) in §2, a homomorphism
0 of Γ into Aut(G)/In(G) is determined, where Aut(G) is a group of automorphisms of G and In(G) is the group of all inner automorphisms of G. This
homomorphism is called the homomorphism associated with this #M-exten~
sion. Further, by (6) in §3, with all equivalent J3Λf-extensions the same homomorphism θ is associated. In the following, we give a survey of all BMextensions of G by Γ associated with given homomorphism θ.
In this section, we consider the case where G is an abelian group. In this
case, the homomorphism θ becomes a homomorphism of Γ into Aut(G), so the
group Γ is an operator grqμp of G. Since the 2-dimensional cochains are
normalized, we have the following result comparing (4) with (7) (the case n =
2); and (5) with (7) (the case τι = l ) :
PROPOSITION 3. All non-equivalent BM-extensions of an abelian group G
by a group Γ associated with given homomorphism θ: Γ~>Aut(G) correspond
one-to-one to the elements of the second M-cohomology group H*2(Γ, G).

6. Abstract kernels and 3-dimensional M-cocycles. In this section,
we make the preparations for the consideration of all jBM-extensions in the case
where G is non-abelian. To a #M-extension L of G by Γ, there corresponds a
homomorphism of L onto Γ, and its kernel is G. Further, as we see in the previous section, with this #M-extension L, a homomorphism θ: /"*—>-Aut(G)/In(G)
is associated. After S. MacLane, we call a pair of groups Γ, G together
with a homomorphism θ: Γ~^Aut(G)/ln(G) an abstract kernel, and denote it
by (Γ, G, 0). Then the extension problem is that of constructing all BM-extensions to given abstract kernel.
Now, we note that since every automorphism of G induces an automorphism of the center C of G and since automorphisms in the same automorphism class of Aut(G)/In(G) induce the same automorphism of C, the homomorphism θ: /"—>Άut(G)/In(G) induces a homomorphism θ0: Γ~>Aut(C). So,
we can regard Γ as an operator group of the center C of G. Therefore, we
can construct the M-cohomology group H*n(Γ, C).
Let (Γ, G, θ) be a given abstract kernel. In every coset θ(a) of In(G) in
Aut(G), we choose a representative φΛ9 where φs is the identity automorphism,
then there correspond the elements h(a, β) of G such that
(9)

<P*<Pβ =

<P*?TKΛ,n,

where h(a9 ε)=e=Λ(ε, /?). On the other hand, f or a e G, φ e Aut(G) it holds
that
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<p-ιTaφ=Tia9).

(10)

Calculating ^«[>β(^*#y)I] = E^*(^«)H#y> using (9) and (10) we have the
relation:
J- h(cύ,βay) h (β,Λy) h (cύ,y) ~

•*• h (cΰβa, y) (ΓΛ {<*, βa) h(β, Λ)L ψy)'

So, there exists an element z*(α, ft ϊ) in the center C of G such that
(11) h(a, βaϊ)h(β, aΐ)h(a, ϊ) = z*(α, ft r)h(aβa, γ) ([A(α, /9α)A(ft α
We have obtained a 3-dimensional cochain £*(α, /?, r) of 7" in C, associated
with the abstract kernel (Γ, G, θ). This cochain z*(a, β, r) is called an obstruction of the abstrat kernel (Γ, G, 0).
LEMMA 1. ATM/ obstruction of an abstract kernel (/", G, Θ) is a 3-dimensional M-cocycle of Γ in C, where C is the center of G.
PROOF.

We calculate the expression:

J=h(a, βaϊaβad)h(β, aϊaβaδ)h(a, raβaδ)h(r9 aβaδ)h(a, βaδ)h(β, aδ)h(a, δ)
in two ways. In the first way, we begin with the calculations of the first three
factors and the last three factors by using (11). Then we have:
J = z*(a, ft raβaδ)z*(a, ft δ)h(aβa, ϊaβaδ)h(ΐ, aβaδ)h{aβa, ff)
•([A(α, βά)h(β, a)Ί<PyaβaSTh(y,ΛβΛ8)h(aβa,8)) ([A(α, βa)h(β, a)~}<P8)
= z*(a, ft Taβaδ)z*(a, ft δ)z*(aβa, r, δ)h(aβaϊaβa, δ) ([_h(aβa, γaβά)•A(r, aβaχ\φ,) ([A(α, βa)h(β, a)^φyφΛβΛφ8) ([A(α, ^α)A(ft α)]^ δ )
= 2*(α, ft raβaδ)z*(a, ft δ)z*(aβa, r, δ)h(aβaϊaβa, δ) (h(aβa, ϊaβa)<Pδ)In the second way, we begin with the calculation of the middle three factors by applying (11). Then we have:
J = z*(a, r, βaδ)h(a, βaϊaβaδ)h(β, aϊaβaδ)h(aϊa, βaδ)h(β, aδ)
•(CA(α, rά)h(χ, a)Ί<Pβφa8)h(a, δ)
= z*(a, r, βaδ)z*(β, aϊa, aδ)h(a9 βaϊaβaδ)h(βaraβ, aδ)h(a, ί)
•(CA(ft aϊaβ)h{aϊa, β^^s) ([A(α, rα)A(r, α)H^ Λ ^a)
= **(<*, r, βaδ)z*(β, aβa, aδ)z*(a, βaϊaβ, δ)h(aβaϊaβa, δ) (h(a, βaϊaβa)<P8)• ([AOSαrαft α) {A(ft araβ)h(aϊa, β)} φΛ~]φ8) ([A(α, rα)A(r, α ) ] ^ ^ β )
= **(α, r5 βaδ)z*(β, ara, aδ)z*(a, βaΐaβ, δ) (^*"1(/9, αrα, a)φδ)h(aβaraβa, tf>
(α, βaraβa)h(β, araβa)Ί<Ps) (\Jι(aγa, βa) ({A(α, rα)A(r, α)} ^
- «*(«, r5 βaδ)z*(β, ara, aδ)z*(a, βaΐaβ, δ) ( ^ ( f t
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•O*- 1 ^, r, βa)φδ)h(aβaraβa, tf)([A(a, βaϊaβa)h(β, araβά)h(a, ϊaβa)•A(r, aβa)h(a, βa)h(β, α ) > β )
= z*(α, r, βaδ)z*(β, aϊa, aδ)z*(a, βaϊaβ, δ) (s*- 1 ^,
•(if*-1 (a, r, /?a)<?δ) (**(<*, &

ϊaβa)φ8)h(aβaraβa,

Comparing the above two calculations, we have 9z*(α, /?, r, ί ) = 0.
The cochain z*(α, β, ϊ) depends on the choice of the representatives φΛ
and on the elements h(a, β). In the following we investigate the change of
z*(α, β, ϊ) for the choice of h(a, β) and φa.
2. // the choice of h(a, β) in (11) is changed, then the obstruction
z*(a, β, ϊ) is changed to a cohomologous M-cocycle. By suitably changing the
choice of h(a, /?), z*(α, /?, ϊ) may be changed to any M-cohomologous cocycle.
LEMMA

PROOF. Suppose that the elements A(α, β) in (11) are replaced by the elements h'(a, β). Then there exist the elements g(a, β) such that h'(a, β) =
h(ct, β) g(a, β\ g(a, β) e C, where g(a, ε) = e=g(ε, β). If we calculate by (11) the
3-dimensional cocycle z*'(a, β, r) corresponding to the elements h'(a, β) we obtain :

z*\a, β, ϊ) = «*(α, β, ϊ) (g(a, βaϊ)g(β, aϊ)g{a, ϊ) \g(aβa, ϊ) (ίg(a, βa)g(β, α

And, since g(a, β) is an arbitrary normalized 2-dimensional cochain of Γ in
C, so we can obtain as z*'(a, β, ΐ) every M-cohomologous cocycle to z*(a, β, ΐ).
LEMMA 3. If the automorphism φa is changed, then with a suitable new
choice of h(a, β) the ^-dimensional M-cocycle z*(a, /?, ϊ) remains unchanged.
PROOF. Suppose that the automorphisms φΛ are replaced by automorphisms φ'a lying in the same automorphism classes θ(ά). Then there exist the
elements c(a) in G such that ^i = ^ Λ Γ c ( Λ ) and c(ε) = e. By (9) and (10),
ΨaΨβ — Ψ^Ψ?βΊ\c (a

Now, we choose new normalized cochain A'(α, β) as follows:
(12)

ι

A'(a, β) - c(aβ)- h(a,

β) (c(a)φβ)c(β).

Then we have
(13)

c(aβ)h\a9

β) = h(a, β)c(β) (c(ά)<P'?).

Using (12) and (13), we can show that the 3-dimensional M-cocycle corresponding to A'(α, β) is z*(a, β, ϊ) which corresponds to h(a, β). In order to show the
above, we consider the expression:
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M=c(aβaΐ)z*(a, ft γ)ti(aβa, ΐ) ([h'(a9 βa)h'r(β, a
Using (13), if we change h'(a, β) into h(a9 β) one by one from the left in the
expression M, and using the definition (11) of z*(α, ft ϊ) we have
=z%a, ft γ)h{aβa, γ) ([/*(α, βa)h(β, α
= A(α, βaϊ)h(β, ar)h(a, ϊ) {L{c{a)φβφ
Further, if we change h(a9 β) into h'(a, β) one by one from the right in the
above last expression by (13) and the definition of φ^ we have
β, ar)h'(a, r).
Comparing the first and the last expressions, we have
h'(ά, βar)h\β, ar)h'(a, r) = z*(a9 β, r)h'(aβa, r) (Lh\a, βά)h'(β, α
Therefore, the 3-dimensional M-cocycle corresponding to h'(a, β) is also
z*(α, β, r).
Thus, we have proved that only one element {s*(α, /?, ϊ)} of H*3(Γ, C) corresponds to a given abstract kernel (Γ, C, Θ\ and we denote it by the notation
Obs (Γ, G, Θ).
7. BM-extensions and M-cohomology groups (the case G is nonabelian). In this section, we proceed to the study of the set of all BM-extensions of a non-abelian group G by a group Γ.
First, we seek for the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence
of the #M-extension corresponding to a given abstract kernel (Γ, G, Θ). From
the result in the previous section, we have:
2. The abstract kernel (Γ, G, Θ) has a BM-extension if and only
ifObs(Γ,G,θ) = 0.
THEOREM

PROOF. Let L be a J3M-extension corresponding to the kernel (Γ, G, θ).
For a definite choice of the coset representatives of G, this extension L is defined by a factor set and a system of automorphisms such that:

(14)

aT^Tβ^a Taβ Tf(Λ> 3),

(15)

/(α, βaϊ)f(β, ar)f(a, r) =f(aβa, ϊ) (/(α, βa) TΊ) (/(ft a) Ty).

So, we can take automorphism TΛ for the automorphism φΛ and M-factor set
/(α, β) for the elements h{a, β). From (14), it follows that (9) holds, and (15)
shows that we must put z*(α,ftr)=0.
Conversely, assume that Obs (Γ, G, 0) —0. By the lemma 2, for suitable
selection of a normalized cochain Λ(α, /?) we may obtain the obstruction
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z*(α, β, T) = 0. In this case, for these φΛ and h(a, /?), the conditions (14) and (15)
hold. So, from the result in §2, there exists a J9Λf-extension of G by Γ corresponding to the abstract kernel (Γ, G, Θ).
Now, we classify all £M-extensions of G by Γ. In this case, in the same
way as used in the case of group extension, we have the following result (cf.
e.g. [11] pp. 142-145):
THEOREM 3. // the abstract kernel (Γ, G, θ) has a BM-extension, then all
non-equivalent BM-extensions of a non-abelian group G by a group Γ are in
one-to-one correspondence with the elements of the second M-cohomology group
H*2(Γ, G), where C is the center of G.
PROOF. We give only an outline of the proof. Let L be a #M-extension
of the abstract kernel (Γ, G, θ) and S be a #M-extension of the abstract kernel
(Γ, C, θo). We consider all the possible pairs (I, m) I e L, m e S, subject to the
condition that the cosets IG and mC correspond to one and the same element
of Γ. By the multiplication (Z, m)(/', m) = (IΓ, mm'), the set of all such pairs
becomes a Bol-Moufang loop which we denote I. The set of all pairs of the
form (z, z~ι) z e C, is a normal subgroup N of I and the set of all pairs of the
form (α, z\ a e G, z e C, also forms a normal subgroup G of I. The loop L' = L/N
has a normal subgroup G' = G/N which is isomorphic to G, and I! is a BM-extension of the kernel (Γ, £, 0). We call Lf the product of L and 5 and denote
by L®S. Further, if the extension L of G! is given by an M-f actor set f(a, β)
and S is given by t(a, /?), then we may take /(α, β) t(a, β) as an M-ΐactor set
of L(g)S.
Taking L as fixed, we now show that every 5M-extension II of the kernel
(Γ, G, θ) is equivalent to a #M-extension L(g)S' for suitable choice of the BMextension S of (7", C, 0O). We choose the representatives gά of G in Z/ such
that the automorphisms TΛ are the same automorphisms induced by the representatives ga of G in L. Assume that for this choice of the representatives
ga, the M-ΐ actor set of 1/ is f(ρc, β). Since Tf(cύ>β)=Tf^(X,>β) there exist the elements t'(a9 β) of the center C of G such that / ( α , β)=f(a, β)t\a, β). Both the
M-factor sets /(α:, β) and /(α, /?) satisfy the condition (15) and are normalized,
so t'{ay β) also satisfies (15) and is normalized. Therefore, there exists a BMextension Sr of the abstract kernel (Γ, C, θ0). Then we can show that U is
equivalent to the product L&S'. Further, we can show that if Si and S2 are
two Z?Λf-extensions of (Γ, C, g0) then the 5M-extensions Li = L (g) Si and £ 2 =
Zy®S2 are equivalent if and only if Si and S2 are equivalent. Thus, we have
proved the theorem.

8. Some properties of H*3. In this section, we make clear the relation between the abstract kernel (Γ, G, θ) and its obstruction, and we obtain
3
some properties of the third M-cohomology group H* .
Now, let (Γ, G, θ) be an abstract kernel. Then, as we see in §6, there
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exists an element {z*(a, ft γ)} of #* 3 (Γ, C) corresponding to (Γ, G, 0). On the
other hand, it is known that in the theory of the group extension, to 2-dimensional normalized cochain h(a9 β) which is defined by (9), there exists an element z(α, ft r) of Z\Γ, C) such that
(16)

A(α, βr)h(β9 ϊ) = *(α, ft r)h(aβ, ϊ) (A(

From (11) and (16), we have
(17)

**(α, ft r) = *(α, 0α, r) + *(ft a, γ).

That is, with an obstruction z*(α, ft Γ), there corresponds an element z(α, ft Γ)
of ^ 3 (Γ, O which satisfies (17).
Conversely, we consider a mapping p of Z3(Γ, C) into C3(Γ, C) carrying
/(α, ft r) into f*(a9 ft r)=f(a9 βa9 r)+/(ft a9 r). Then, by the simple calculation, we can show that /*(#, ft 7") 6 Z*3(Γ, C) and P is a homomorphism of
Z 3 into Z*\
Further, we show the following:
4. For any element f*Όf'P(Z3), there exists an abstract kernel
(Γ, G, Θ) with center C and with the obstruction /*.
PROPOSITION

It is known that for any element / of Z 3 (Γ, C), there exists an
abstract kernel (Γ, G, θ) with center C and with 3-dimensional cocycle / (cf.
[9] p. 334; [12] p. 129). Let /*(α, ft γ) be an arbitrary element of P(Z3).
Then there exists an element f(a, ft γ) of Z3(Γ, C) such that /*(α, ft r) =
/(α, /9α, r)+f(β9 a, ϊ). If we construct an abstract kernel (Γ, G, θ) with certer
C and with /(α, ft Γ) as its obstruction of the group extension, it is easily seen
that (Γ, £', 0) is the required kernel.
PROOF.

It is clear that H2(Γ, C) is imbedded isomorphically into H*2(Γ, C). Con3
3
cerning the relation between H and H* , it holds as follows:
PROPOSITION

5. P(#3) = P(Z 3 )/P(5 3 )^ subgroup of H * 3

PROOF. It is sufficient to show that P is a homomorphism of B\Γ, C) onto
B*3(Γ, C). In fact, to any element /(α, ft r) of B3(Γ, C) there exists 2-dimensional normalized cochain f in C such that f(a, β, ϊ) = δf(a, β9 r), where δ is
the group-coboundary operation. Then, it holds for /*(α, ft 7") = P(/(α, ft r))
that /*(α, ft r) = df(a, β, r), that is, / * 6 £* 3 (Γ, C). Conversely, for any ele3
ment /*(<*, /9, r) of β* (Γ, C), there exists a 2-dimensional normalized cochain
/ ( α , /9) in C such that /*(α, /?, γ) = df(a9 β9 r). Using this cochain / ( α , /8), we
define an element of B\Γ, C) as follows:

f(a, β, r) = f(β, r) -f(aβ,

r) +/'(α, βr) -f'(a, β)r.

Then we have P (/)=/*, that is, any element of B*\Γ, C) has its inverse image
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in Z3(Γ, C). So P is a homomorphism of B3 onto Z?*3. Thus, we have proved
the proposition.
COROLLARY.
Let N be the kernel of the homomorphism P. If N is contained in B3, then it holds that

H3^

subgroup of H*3.

We can easily see that if N is contained in B3(Γ, C) each element of N is the group-coboundary of an element of Z*2(Γ, C).
RRMARK.

In conclusion, I wish to express my hearty thanks to Prof. K. Morinaga for
his encouragement and kind guidance.
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